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Why Do We Care?Why Do We Care?

�� Studies of other planetary systems greatly Studies of other planetary systems greatly 

enhance our understanding of our own enhance our understanding of our own 

planetary system planetary system –– especially its origin especially its origin 

and evolutionand evolution

�� We would like to find EarthWe would like to find Earth--like planets like planets 

and look there for extraand look there for extra--solar lifesolar life



ExoplanetsExoplanets BackgroundBackground

�� The concept used to be theoretical The concept used to be theoretical –– there there 

OUGHTOUGHT to be other planetsto be other planets

�� First discovery of a presumed First discovery of a presumed exoplanetexoplanet in in 

1988 was not believed (but was true)1988 was not believed (but was true)

�� Since the first confirmed discovery in Since the first confirmed discovery in 

1995, the rate of discovery has exploded1995, the rate of discovery has exploded

�� More than 370 More than 370 exoplanetsexoplanets are now knownare now known



ExoplanetsExoplanets

�� Most of the known Most of the known exoplanetsexoplanets are Jupiterare Jupiter--
like (giant gas planets)like (giant gas planets)

�� This is a selection effect, since all This is a selection effect, since all 
discovery techniques used favor planets discovery techniques used favor planets 
that are either massive or largethat are either massive or large

�� Selection effect also for closeSelection effect also for close--in, rapidly in, rapidly 
moving planetsmoving planets

�� The real interest is, of course, in detecting The real interest is, of course, in detecting 
EarthEarth--like planetslike planets



ExoplanetExoplanet Discovery TechniquesDiscovery Techniques

�� AstrometryAstrometry

�� Radial VelocityRadial Velocity

�� Pulsar TimingPulsar Timing

�� Planetary TransitPlanetary Transit

�� Gravitational Gravitational MicrolensingMicrolensing

�� CircumstellarCircumstellar DisksDisks

�� Stellar Atmospheric Stellar Atmospheric 
ContaminationContamination

�� Direct ImagingDirect Imaging

�� Speckle Speckle InterferometryInterferometry

�� Eclipsing binary timingEclipsing binary timing

�� Orbital phase of reflected Orbital phase of reflected 
lightlight

�� PolarizationPolarization

All observational techniques suffer from the problem of detecting a 

true, very weak signal in a very noisy environment



AstrometricAstrometric DiscoveryDiscovery

A planet can be inferred by observing a A planet can be inferred by observing a 
““wigglewiggle”” in the position of the host star.  in the position of the host star.  
We must be observing the system nearly We must be observing the system nearly 
polepole--on.on.



Two equal-mass stars orbiting about their barycenter

(common center of gravity)



A planet orbiting a star about their barycenter

– the host star moves very little



Radial Velocity DiscoveryRadial Velocity Discovery

�� When we observe near the orbital plane of When we observe near the orbital plane of 

the system, we see velocity changes along the system, we see velocity changes along 

the linethe line--ofof--sight (radial velocity)sight (radial velocity)



A star-planet system observed edge-on



We observe a change in the velocity of the star 

along the line of site as it orbits about the 
barycenter of the system.  Here we see the star 

HD164922 oscillating by about 8 meters/second 

in about 4 years.



Pulsar TimingPulsar Timing

�� In the case of pulsars, the pulses are very In the case of pulsars, the pulses are very 

precisely timed, so motion about a precisely timed, so motion about a 

barycenterbarycenter can be detectedcan be detected

�� Pulsars, however, are of little interest if we Pulsars, however, are of little interest if we 

a searching for habitable planetsa searching for habitable planets



Planetary TransitPlanetary Transit

�� If the planet crosses in front of the primary If the planet crosses in front of the primary 
star, there will be a slight diminution in the star, there will be a slight diminution in the 
light (eclipse)light (eclipse)

�� As with radial velocity measures, we must As with radial velocity measures, we must 
observe near the planetobserve near the planet’’s orbital planes orbital plane

�� A very promising method to pursue on A very promising method to pursue on 
spacespace



As the planet transits the star, we measure 

the light curve and observe a reduction in 

light from the star

Planetary TransitPlanetary Transit



Planetary TransitPlanetary Transit

�� The The HATNetHATNet project, run by the Harvardproject, run by the Harvard--

Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics is Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics is 

systematically looking for transitssystematically looking for transits

�� An automated network of six 11An automated network of six 11--cm cm 

telescopes (Hawaii, Arizona, Israel)telescopes (Hawaii, Arizona, Israel)

�� FollowFollow--up observations with up observations with TopHATTopHAT, a , a 

2525--cm telescope (Arizona)cm telescope (Arizona)



Gravitational Gravitational MicrolensingMicrolensing

�� Possible if a dense star with a planet produces Possible if a dense star with a planet produces 
gravitational gravitational microlensingmicrolensing

�� StarStar--planet system must be quite far awayplanet system must be quite far away

�� The occurrence is a oneThe occurrence is a one--time event, never again time event, never again 
repeatedrepeated

�� Useful for Useful for discoveringdiscovering an an exoplanetexoplanet

�� Not practical for Not practical for studyingstudying an an exoplanetexoplanet

�� FollowFollow--up studies difficult because of distanceup studies difficult because of distance

�� May provide statistical data on existence of May provide statistical data on existence of 
exoplanetsexoplanets



Gravitational Gravitational MicrolensingMicrolensing

mag4.mov



CircumstellarCircumstellar DisksDisks

�� Our theory of planet formation is that planets Our theory of planet formation is that planets 

accreted from dust around the host staraccreted from dust around the host star

�� Infrared observations of Infrared observations of circumstellarcircumstellar disks thus disks thus 

imply the  existence of planetary formation, and imply the  existence of planetary formation, and 

possibly existing planetspossibly existing planets

�� Beta Beta PictorisPictoris was the first dusty disk discoveredwas the first dusty disk discovered

�� Recently HD172555 has been found to have a Recently HD172555 has been found to have a 

disk of amorphous silica (glassy ash) disk of amorphous silica (glassy ash) –– probably probably 

due to a massive planetary collisiondue to a massive planetary collision



Contamination of Stellar Contamination of Stellar 

AtmospheresAtmospheres

�� If heavier elements (like magnesium and If heavier elements (like magnesium and 

calcium) are detected in a stellar calcium) are detected in a stellar 

atmosphere, it implies the existence of atmosphere, it implies the existence of 

circumstellarcircumstellar mattermatter

�� These elements do not originate in the These elements do not originate in the 

stellar nuclear energy generationstellar nuclear energy generation

�� Perhaps asteroids have crashed into the Perhaps asteroids have crashed into the 

starstar



Direct ImagingDirect Imaging

�� The light from a planet is normally totally The light from a planet is normally totally 

overwhelmed by the light of the host staroverwhelmed by the light of the host star

�� CoronagraphCoronagraph--type instruments can mask the type instruments can mask the 

starlight and possibly permit observation of a starlight and possibly permit observation of a 

planetplanet

�� Best done in space to avoid scattered lightBest done in space to avoid scattered light



The Hubble telescope has observed a planet orbiting the 

red giant Formalhaut



Speckle Speckle InteferometryInteferometry

�� A technique using a computer to analyze A technique using a computer to analyze 

hundreds of very short exposure images to hundreds of very short exposure images to 

eliminate the effect of atmospheric blureliminate the effect of atmospheric blur

�� Could beCould be used to computerused to computer--block the light block the light 

from the host star, and detect a planetfrom the host star, and detect a planet

This is the speckle image of a close double star (Zeta 

Bootis – separation 0.8 arcseconds)



Eclipsing Binary TimingEclipsing Binary Timing

�� The time of minimum of an eclipsing The time of minimum of an eclipsing 

binary star system is influenced by the binary star system is influenced by the 

existence of a third body in the systemexistence of a third body in the system

�� This This could becould be used to detect a planet in used to detect a planet in 

the system (orbiting one of the eclipsing the system (orbiting one of the eclipsing 

stars or orbiting the eclipsing system)stars or orbiting the eclipsing system)



Orbital Phase of Reflected LightOrbital Phase of Reflected Light

�� If we If we couldcould observe the reflected light of a observe the reflected light of a 

planet, it would vary in orbital phase, as planet, it would vary in orbital phase, as 

does Venus.does Venus.

�� This technique depends upon successful This technique depends upon successful 

direct imagingdirect imaging



PolarizationPolarization

�� Light reflected by a planetary atmosphere Light reflected by a planetary atmosphere 

will be polarizedwill be polarized

�� We We couldcould determine if the light we see determine if the light we see 

contains a polarized componentcontains a polarized component



Space ObservationsSpace Observations

�� All of these techniques can be greatly enhanced All of these techniques can be greatly enhanced 
by spaceby space--based observationsbased observations

�� Current contribution by spacecraftCurrent contribution by spacecraft

�� Hubble Hubble 
�� Observation of Observation of FormalhautFormalhaut

�� SWEEPS survey SWEEPS survey –– 16 candidates near galactic 16 candidates near galactic 
center center –– some with ultrasome with ultra--short periodsshort periods

�� KeplerKepler
�� Look for EarthLook for Earth--like planets by transit methodlike planets by transit method

�� Launched March 6, 2009Launched March 6, 2009



Space Observations (cont.)Space Observations (cont.)

�� CoRoTCoRoT

�� French/EU French/EU –– astroseismologyastroseismology & & extrasolarextrasolar planet planet 

transitstransits

�� SpitzerSpitzer

�� Infrared studies Infrared studies –– now limited in capabilitynow limited in capability

�� Hershel Hershel –– largest space telescope (3.5 m)largest space telescope (3.5 m)

�� Infrared studies Infrared studies –– including including circumstellarcircumstellar disksdisks



Future Space MissionsFuture Space Missions

�� James Webb Space TelescopeJames Webb Space Telescope

�� 6.5 m infrared telescope6.5 m infrared telescope

�� Scheduled launch 2014Scheduled launch 2014

�� Space Space InterferometryInterferometry Mission (SIM Mission (SIM PlanetQuestPlanetQuest))

�� Use Use interferometryinterferometry (two mirrors) to find Earth(two mirrors) to find Earth--like like 

planetsplanets

�� Will be in heliocentric orbitWill be in heliocentric orbit

�� MuchMuch--postponed launch postponed launch –– now scheduled now scheduled ““no earlierno earlier””

than 2015than 2015



Future Space Missions (cont.)Future Space Missions (cont.)

�� Terrestrial Planet FinderTerrestrial Planet Finder

�� Two complimentary observatoriesTwo complimentary observatories

�� MultiMulti--mirror infrared interferometer (each mirror is mirror infrared interferometer (each mirror is 

separate orbit)separate orbit)

�� CoronographCoronograph (to block light from star)(to block light from star)

�� Only in very preliminary planning stageOnly in very preliminary planning stage



Terrestrial Planet FinderTerrestrial Planet Finder



ExoplanetExoplanet Discoveries to DateDiscoveries to Date

�� Over 370 confirmed Over 370 confirmed exoplanetsexoplanets listed in listed in 

The The ExtrasolarExtrasolar Planets Encyclopedia Planets Encyclopedia 

((http://http://exoplanet.euexoplanet.eu))

�� The Encyclopedia lists objects up to 25 The Encyclopedia lists objects up to 25 

times the mass of Jupiter, but 13 times the mass of Jupiter, but 13 JupitersJupiters

is probably the line between planet and is probably the line between planet and 

brown dwarfbrown dwarf



ExoplanetExoplanet Discoveries to DateDiscoveries to Date

�� First discovered First discovered –– 51Peg b 51Peg b –– a hot Jupitera hot Jupiter

�� Nearest to Sun Nearest to Sun –– Epsilon Epsilon EriEri b b –– too far too far 

from host star for liquid waterfrom host star for liquid water

�� Oldest planet Oldest planet –– 12.7 B years 12.7 B years –– around a around a 

pulsar in a globular clusterpulsar in a globular cluster

�� One pulsar has 3 planetsOne pulsar has 3 planets

�� Spectroscopy of one Spectroscopy of one exoplanetexoplanet shows shows 

atmosphere contains silicate (sand) cloudsatmosphere contains silicate (sand) clouds



ExoplanetExoplanet Discoveries to DateDiscoveries to Date

�� 55 55 CancriCancri systemsystem

�� Double star (solarDouble star (solar--type star with red dwarf type star with red dwarf 

companion)companion)

�� Primary star has 5 planets Primary star has 5 planets -- most of any most of any 

systemsystem

�� All are gas giants (range between 9xEarth to 4x All are gas giants (range between 9xEarth to 4x 

Jupiter)Jupiter)

�� One in One in ““habitable zonehabitable zone”” –– but not rockybut not rocky



ExoplanetExoplanet Discoveries to DateDiscoveries to Date

�� System WASPSystem WASP--1818
�� Planet more massive than JupiterPlanet more massive than Jupiter

�� Orbital period less than one earth dayOrbital period less than one earth day

�� Probably in a Probably in a ““death spiraldeath spiral””

�� System VBSystem VB--1010
�� Planet same diameter as host starPlanet same diameter as host star

�� Unexpectedly, many system have been found Unexpectedly, many system have been found 
with planets in chaotic orbitswith planets in chaotic orbits
�� Not coNot co--planarplanar

�� Retrograde orbitsRetrograde orbits



ExoplanetExoplanet Discoveries to DateDiscoveries to Date

�� HD 69830 HD 69830 

�� 3 Neptune3 Neptune--like planetslike planets

�� Inner asteroid beltInner asteroid belt

�� Many systems have been found with Many systems have been found with 
““KuiperKuiper”” beltsbelts

�� One system has a One system has a ““KuiperKuiper”” belt and belt and andand
two asteroid belts (Epsilon two asteroid belts (Epsilon EridaniEridani))

�� Several freeSeveral free--floating planets have been floating planets have been 
found found –– with no parent starwith no parent star



EarthEarth--like like ExoplanetsExoplanets

�� GlieseGliese 581 system 581 system 

�� 4 planets4 planets

�� 2xEarth, 5xEarth, 7x Earth, 16xEarth2xEarth, 5xEarth, 7x Earth, 16xEarth

�� One in One in ““habitablehabitable”” zone (liquid water possible)zone (liquid water possible)

�� 6.2 pc from sun6.2 pc from sun

�� GlieseGliese 876 system 876 system 

�� 3 planets3 planets

�� Smallest is 7.5xEarth and not Smallest is 7.5xEarth and not ““habitablehabitable””

�� 4.7 pc from sun4.7 pc from sun



EarthEarth--like like ExoplanetsExoplanets

�� OGLEOGLE--20052005--390L390L

�� 1 known planet1 known planet

�� 5.5Earth 5.5Earth 

�� In In ““habitablehabitable”” zone (liquid water possible)zone (liquid water possible)

�� 6500 pc from sun6500 pc from sun

Originally discovered by Optical Gravitational Originally discovered by Optical Gravitational 

LensingLensing Experiment (Chile)Experiment (Chile)



EarthEarth--like like ExoplanetsExoplanets

�� MOAMOA--20072007--BLGBLG--192L192L

�� 1 known planet1 known planet

�� 3.7Earth 3.7Earth 

�� In In ““habitablehabitable”” zone (liquid water possible)zone (liquid water possible)

�� 6000 pc from sun6000 pc from sun

Originally discovered by Originally discovered by MicrolensingMicrolensing

Observations in Astrophysics (New Zealand)Observations in Astrophysics (New Zealand)



EarthEarth--like like ExoplanetsExoplanets

�� CoRoTCoRoT--7 (announced Sept 16)7 (announced Sept 16)

�� 2 known planets2 known planets

�� 5.5Earth and 17Earth5.5Earth and 17Earth

�� Small planet has solid surface Small planet has solid surface –– but very hot but very hot ––

(10x closer to host star than is Mercury)(10x closer to host star than is Mercury)

�� 150 pc from sun150 pc from sun



ExtraExtra--Solar LifeSolar Life

�� Our search for extraOur search for extra--solar life is mostly solar life is mostly 

focused on possibly sapient speciesfocused on possibly sapient species

�� We are focused on carbonWe are focused on carbon--based lifebased life--

forms that require liquid water in their forms that require liquid water in their 

cells, and that the oxygen and carbon cells, and that the oxygen and carbon 

dioxide would be atmospheric constituentsdioxide would be atmospheric constituents

�� But remember, life on Earth did not start But remember, life on Earth did not start 

as oxygen breathingas oxygen breathing



ExtraExtra--Solar Life (cont.)Solar Life (cont.)

Where do we look?Where do we look?

�� Planets in the Planets in the circumstellarcircumstellar ““habitable zonehabitable zone””

a.k.a. a.k.a. ““Goldilocks ZoneGoldilocks Zone”” –– where Earthwhere Earth--like like 

conditions could exist and carbonconditions could exist and carbon--based life based life 

might developmight develop

�� Host stars in the galactic Host stars in the galactic ““habitalhabital zonezone”” ––

where there are heavy elements and not too where there are heavy elements and not too 

intense radiationintense radiation



CircumstellarCircumstellar HabitalHabital ZoneZone



Galactic Habitable ZoneGalactic Habitable Zone



How Do We Look?How Do We Look?

�� Radio listening Radio listening –– SETI projectSETI project

�� Study Study exoplanetsexoplanets in the in the ““Goldilocks ZoneGoldilocks Zone””

�� Spectrometry of planetary atmospheresSpectrometry of planetary atmospheres

�� Evidence of waterEvidence of water

�� Evidence of free oxygenEvidence of free oxygen

�� Evidence of carbon compoundsEvidence of carbon compounds

�� Evidence of seasonal changesEvidence of seasonal changes

�� Look for Dyson SpheresLook for Dyson Spheres



Dyson SphereDyson Sphere

�� Freeman Dyson Freeman Dyson ““thought experimentthought experiment””

�� The ultimate source of unlimited energy for The ultimate source of unlimited energy for 

Earth would be to build a sphere of solar Earth would be to build a sphere of solar 

energy collectors around the sun, to capture energy collectors around the sun, to capture 

as much of its energy as possible.as much of its energy as possible.

�� An advanced extraAn advanced extra--solar society might solar society might 

build such a power system and we might build such a power system and we might 

be able to detect it by its infrared rebe able to detect it by its infrared re--

radiationradiation



SummarySummary

�� Our solar system is not uniqueOur solar system is not unique

�� There are planets around many stars There are planets around many stars ––

even unlikely host stars, such as binaries even unlikely host stars, such as binaries 

and pulsarsand pulsars

�� As the sophistication and precision of our As the sophistication and precision of our 

search methods improve, the count of search methods improve, the count of 

such such exoplanetsexoplanets is very rapidly growingis very rapidly growing



Summary (cont.)Summary (cont.)

�� Selection effects do not favor detection of Selection effects do not favor detection of 

EarthEarth--like planets, but we find them like planets, but we find them 

anywayanyway

�� The focus of our interest is in EarthThe focus of our interest is in Earth--like like 

planets in the planets in the ““Goldilocks ZoneGoldilocks Zone”” –– and and 

eventually in detecting extraeventually in detecting extra--solar lifesolar life


